All of a sudden everything’s different?
Art!Week for Kids and Adolescents
18.6. – 26.6.2022, Stendal

The Art!Week in Stendal "Plötzlich alles anders?" („All of a sudden everything's different?”) is aimed primarily at children and young people, but also at their families and those who work with children and young people. Workshops, readings and theater plays deal with the question of what can suddenly make one's own world, but also everyone's world, different. These events can trip us up and make us think: What was it like before, what is it like now? Art!week offers the opportunity to hear about it, talk about it, write about it, fantasize about it, draw about it, paint about it, see theater about it, and even make it yourself!

Admission to the events is free of charge.

detailed information about the events: https://h2.de/kunstwoche

instagram: kunstwoche_stendal

Registrations please until: Friday, June 3, 2022

Contact: See the individual events

Need for translation into other languages for weekend workshops: Please indicate while registering!

PROGRAM on weekends - for children, youth, families

Sunday, 19.6., 14.00 – 17.00 Uhr
Everything different? Back to the future? Creating stories in words and pictures
Workshop with author and illustrator Anke Bär
Recommended for children from 9 - 12 years

On request with cafe for parents - please specify when registering.
Material will be provided. Please bring your favorite pencils with you!

• location: Winckelmann Museum, outdoor area/creative workshop
• registration: info@winckelmann-gesellschaft.com

Address: Winckelmann-Museum, Winckelmannstr. 36-38, 39576 Stendal

detailed information . . .

. . . about the workshop:
What would it be like if we were allowed to write the script of our lives ourselves? Or what would it be if we would have to do that? Would we know what's good for us? And wouldn't it be boring to know exactly what's in store for us? If only we could at least conjure up peace! In the workshop we tell each other about experiences we made, about changes in our lives, about lived adventures and wild dreams.
Everyone writes and/or paints their own little story. Stories of ordinary or almost unbelievable experiences, of the everyday or the fantastic. Maybe there are time travel machines or magic pills in the stories or it's just all about two good friends.

. . . all about the author and illustrator:
https://cargocollective.com/anskebaer
Sunday, 19.6., 17.00 Uhr
Opening of the exhibition "Behind the Mask"
Pictures and texts by children and young people on the pandemic with creative activities and a workshop on interpreting pictures, for all interested people

In cooperation of Magdeburg-Stendal University of Applied Sciences, Flow - International Art Competition Schwedt, Friedrich-Bödecker-Kreis Sachsen-Anhalt e.V. and Winckelmann Museum

- location: Winckelmann Museum, outdoor area/creative workshop
- registration: info@winckelmann-gesellschaft.com

address: Winckelmann-Museum, Winckelmannstr. 36-38, 39576 Stendal

detailed information . . .

... about the exhibition:
The pandemic and lockdowns significantly changed our daily lives. However, not enough attention was paid to the perspective of children and young people. How did they fare and what experiences did they gain during this time? The exhibition "Behind the Mask" shows perspectives of children and young people from the years 2021/22. The pictures were created as part of the international drawing competition "Flow", the texts in writing competitions of the Friedrich-Bödecker-Kreis Sachsen-Anhalt e.V.

... all about Flow - International Art Competition Schwedt:
https://flow-zeichenwettbewerb.de/der-wettbewerb/

... all about Friedrich-Bödecker-Kreis:
https://www.fbk-lsa.de/

... all about the event location:
https://www.winckelmann-gesellschaft.com/familienmuseum/kreativwerkstatt/

Friday, 24.6., 14.00 – 18.00 Uhr and Saturday, 25.6., 9.00 – 13.00 Uhr (2 days)
Making comics yourself – crash course
workshop with Gunther Schuhmann, illustrator
recommended for 12-14 years, limit of participants: 10
Material will be provided. Please bring your favorite pencils with you!
On request with cafe for parents - please indicate when registering.

- location: Campus Stendal, Workshop: House 3, room 0.22/cafe for parents: outside area
- registration: Claudia Dreke, claudia.dreke@h2.de

address: Hochschule Magdeburg-Stendal, Osterburger Str. 25, 39576 Stendal

detailed information . . .

... about the workshop:
Have you ever wanted to draw your own comic? Then this is the right course for you. Whether it's manga, cartoons or comic strips - within two days of Comic Crash Course you will learn the practical basics you need for your first illustrated stories.

You will learn:
- What panels are and what they are used for
• What makes up your comic characters and how we can bring them to life together.
• What's great about comics and mangas and why they have inspired people for so many years.

If you like drawing and have a lot of experience, that's great - but it's not a basic requirement for the workshop. It is much more important that you want to get involved in the world of comics.

. . . all about the leader of the workshop:
Gunther Schumann is a freelance illustrator and artist. He has drawn a comic story or two himself. He holds a master's degree in illustration from HAW-Hamburg and has been leading creative workshops for all ages for many years.
https://www.guntherschumann.de/

. . . all about the materials: will be provided/ feel free to bring your favorite materials with you
• Drawing materials (pencils of different hardness - 2H to 4B, erasers, fineliners of different thickness, scissors, paper) (inexpensive) brushes
• colored pencils or watercolors
• crep tape
• drawing paper of different sizes (A3, A4)
• illustrative material, comics (brought by the workshop leader)

Sunday, 26.6., 13.30 – 16.30 Uhr
StreetArt and Graffiti Workshop
with the illustrator Gunther Schuhmann
recommended from the age of 10, limit of participants: 10
material will be provided
On request with cafe for parents - please indicate when registering.

• location: Kunstplatte e.V.: Kulturzentrum Stendal-Stadtsee
• registration: Carolin Lucke-Schurk, carolin.lucke@h2.de

address: Kunstplatte e.V. Kulturzentrum Stendal-Stadtsee, Adolph-Menzel-Str. 18, 39576 Stendal
detailed information . . .

. . . about the workshop
In this workshop you will learn in a short time different techniques how you can design a wall. Graffiti spray cans, stencils and wall paint will be used. Depending on your interest, you can also learn how to draw graffiti letters or make your own stencils.

You will learn:
• How to make designs for large format walls
• How to spray with graffiti cans
• How to make stencils

No previous experience is needed for this workshop. However, the spray paint can irritate the respiratory tract despite the use of a respiratory mask, a note is requested if you have any respiratory problems (e.g. asthma).

. . . all about the leader of the workshop:
Gunther Schumann is a freelance illustrator and artist. He has drawn a comic story or two himself. He holds a master's degree in illustration from HAW-Hamburg and has been leading creative workshops for all ages for many years.
https://www.guntherschumann.de/

. . . all about the location:
https://www.kunstplatte.de/
Sunday, 26.6., 17.00 Uhr
Closing of Art!week with reviews and offers to participate

- location: Winckelmann museum, outdoor area, creative workshop
- registration: Just drop by!

**address:** Winckelmann-Museum, Winckelmannstr. 36-38, 39576 Stendal

**organization:**

**Magdeburg-Stendal University of Applied Sciences**
Department of Applied Human Sciences (AHW)
Osterburger Str. 25, 39576 Stendal

**Contact persons:**
Prof. Dr. Claudia Dreke, claudia.dreke@h2.de
Carolin Lucke-Schurk, carolin.lucke@h2.de, Tel.: 03931-2187 48 96